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*Warning: Displays can be dangerous. Do not cross barriers. There will be loud 

bangs. Please ensure children are supervised and your dog is on a lead. All times are 

approximate and may be changed due to weather conditions. 
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Display Times Sunday 6th and Monday 7th may 2012 

    

    

10.010.010.010.00000 a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m.   Cannon fires to open displayCannon fires to open displayCannon fires to open displayCannon fires to open display    

     

10.15 10.15 10.15 10.15 a.m. a.m. a.m. a.m.  The soldiers are manning the camp, talk to them and 

find out what life was like for them on campaign. 

Try on the armour and handle the weapons.  

  Camp followers are preparing the soldiers food for 

the day. Have a look and see if it is different from 

today’s food 

 

11.00 a.m11.00 a.m11.00 a.m11.00 a.m....    Children’s quizChildren’s quizChildren’s quizChildren’s quiz    

    Have a go at a quiz and maybe win a prize! 

                 

12.012.012.012.00 to 10 to 10 to 10 to 12222....33330 p.m.0 p.m.0 p.m.0 p.m. Drill DisplayDrill DisplayDrill DisplayDrill Display    

At Midday the cannon will fire. 

Follow the soldiers to the field and see cannon and 

musket firing and pikemen drilling 

 

1.00 to 1.00 to 1.00 to 1.00 to 1111.30 .30 .30 .30 p.m.p.m.p.m.p.m.        C17th foodC17th foodC17th foodC17th food    

The soldiers in the camp and the household are 

given their midday day meal. Compare the 

differences between the meals that are served to the 

officers and soldiers.        

    

2.2.2.2.00000000 to 2. to 2. to 2. to 2.30303030 p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.        Drill Display*Drill Display*Drill Display*Drill Display*    

Follow the soldiers to the drill field and see cannon 

and musket firing and pikemen drilling.  

 

2.452.452.452.45 to 3. to 3. to 3. to 3.15 15 15 15 p.m.p.m.p.m.p.m.        Children’s drill Children’s drill Children’s drill Children’s drill     

Interactive activity for children aged 5 to 16 years 

old 

The drill sergeant will go through pike and musket 

drill. You have seen the soldiers now: - you have a 

go     

 

4.4.4.4.00000000 p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.            Cannon fires to close campCannon fires to close campCannon fires to close campCannon fires to close camp 

  


